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spring 2019, we began a study of

self-employed individuals, and entrepreneurs have

self-employed individuals and free-

been hit particularly hard (Cepel et al. 2020; Fabeil,

lancers to explore “deviating biogra-

Pazim, and Langgat 2020; Fairlie 2020; Kartseva

phies.” We were interested in people

and Kuznetsova 2020). Depending on the sector,

whose biographies and personalities largely diverge

they have faced a total loss of earnings or extreme-

from the stereotype and archetype of the “successful

ly precarious conditions. Initial studies conducted

entrepreneur,” which have been criticized for quite

in different countries and regions have dealt with

a while (e.g., Gerpott and Kieser 2017; Johnsen and

how these groups coped with the crisis (Bartik et

Sørensen 2017). However, after we collected a con-

al. 2020; Blundell and Machin 2020; Shafi, Liu, and

siderable amount of data on four individual cases,

Ren 2020); however, only a few of these studies have

COVID-19 emerged. The pandemic changed the work-

adopted a qualitative approach (e.g., Rukti Tanaya

ing routines and lives of people across the world and

and Ekyawan 2020; Wijaya 2020). Shepherd and

impacted our investigation. By accident, our sample

Williams (2020) emphasized the need for studies fo-

of four cases included entrepreneurs in professional

cused on entrepreneurial activities in the context of

fields that were severely restricted by measures taken

the current crisis, especially as it relates to individu-

to contain the COVID-19 pandemic. We soon realized

al resilience. The role of resilience for entrepreneurs

that we should capture this disruption. Hence, we

and ways of responding to precarious and uncer-

added another round of data collection to the existing

tain circumstances seem to be very prominent mat-

individual case studies, (re-)setting the focus on recent

ters among scholars who have conceptualized and

developments.

called for studies on the ongoing crisis and its impact on entrepreneurship (e.g., Hite and McDonald

Therefore, the aim of our study evolved to capture

2020; Portuguez Castro and Gómez Zermeño 2020;

shifts in the perception of institutional and econom-

Ratten 2020). This is why our study focuses on how

ic pressures, as well as precarity after the outbreak of

entrepreneurs are responding to and coping with

the COVID-19 pandemic, and gain profound insight

economic and social burdens during the COVID-19

into crisis management among entrepreneurs work-

pandemic.

ing in niche and marginalized fields of business. The

Theory

research questions are as follows:
R 1: Are there specific ways of reacting to the new con-

Given the strong institutional pressures and de-

straints and requirements imposed by various interest

mands on business owners resulting from mea-

groups during the COVID-19 pandemic? If so, what are

sures and regulations enacted to control the spread

they?

of COVID-19, we propose approaches of new institutionalism as a theoretical perspective to frame

R 2: How are new institutional demands experienced in

the analysis and acquire knowledge about current

these specific fields of business, and how is reality individ-

events. The neo-institutionalist approach claims

ually framed or constructed in the context of COVID-19?

that organizations adopt dominant practices of other—successful—organizations (DiMaggio and Pow-

Although nearly every sector of the economy has

ell 1983). Following the original approach, institu-

been affected by the crisis, micro-enterprises,

tionalized “techniques” and “policies” are strong
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myths that organizations are forced to implement

tional perspective in research on entrepreneurship

(Meyer and Rowan 1977:340).

is well established and proven to be helpful (Bruton,
Ahlstrom, and Li 2010; Su, Zhai, and Karlsson 2017),

Taking this as a basis, studies on organization-

and some qualitative studies have taken this stance

al responsiveness and organizational logic help to

(e.g., Eijdenberg et al. 2019). By drawing on this the-

understand how various institutional pressures

oretical framework, the current study takes a mi-

embodied in regulations, norms, laws, and social

cro-perspective focused on individual behaviors

expectations stemming from various sources, such

and mindsets (e.g., Wicks 2001). This approach will

as the state and public or private interest groups, are

provide new insights into the perceptions and reac-

managed (Delmas and Toffel 2008; Greenwood et al.

tions of entrepreneurs in fields of business strongly

2008; Greenwood et al. 2011). The COVID-19 pan-

affected by COVID-19 pandemic-imposed institu-

demic and the urgency of containment have led fed-

tional pressures and suffering economic precarity.

eral and regional authorities to impose numerous

Thus, this study contributes to the evolving scien-

constraints, such as regulations on social distanc-

tific discourse tackling the questions arising due to

ing, border closures, the prohibition of mass events,

COVID-19 from a managerial viewpoint (Hite and

and the temporary closure of numerous businesses

McDonald 2020; Spurk and Straub 2020).

during the lockdown. Additionally, social expectations regarding business policies focused on pro-

In addition, several studies have begun to examine

tecting the health of employees and customers have

the identities of entrepreneurs (e.g., Leitch and Har-

risen. The new prioritization of health protection

rison 2016), including research on conflicting identi-

logic represented by institutions, such as the state

ties (e.g., Pécoud 2004; Slay and Smith 2011; Schediwy,

and community, has led to criticism of organiza-

Bhansing, and Loots 2018) and hybrid ones, for exam-

tions that failed to protect their employees, know-

ple, within the context of migration (e.g., Essers and

ingly endangered them, or caused outbreaks (e.g., at

Benschop 2007; 2009; Barrett and Vershinina 2017).

Tönnies meat processing factories1). This not only

Since our study follows a narrative, biographical ap-

illustrates the increasing public pressure but also

proach, identities also play a role here (Czarniawska

shows how questions of mismanagement and re-

2004; Ozasir Kacar and Essers 2019), and concerning

sulting precarity can enter the discourse.

the field of “non-typical entrepreneurs,” questions of
identity formation may arise. As Laclau (1990:39) con-

Studies have shown that organizations develop di-

cludes, “every identity is dislocated insofar as it de-

verse strategies to respond to their environment,

pends on an outside which both denies that identity

and not all organizations experience institutional

and provides its condition of possibility at the same

demands in a given field in a similar way (Oliver

time.” By drawing on this notion, this paper also

1991; Kraatz and Block 2008; Greenwood et al. 2011;

seeks to trace facets of individual identities.

Crilly, Zollo, and Hansen 2012). Moreover, an instituIn June 2020, a major outbreak of COVID-19 occurred in
one of Europe’s largest meat processing plants in RhedaWiedenbrück. Its primary causes were the catastrophic and
unhygienic working and living conditions for the workers,
most of whom are migrants (Deutsche Welle 2020; Paul 2020).
1
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Data and Method
Our research design is a multiple case study (Stake
2013; see also: Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Yin
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2018) based on four in-depth case studies of self-em-

Gibson 2014) within this context (see, e.g., Welter,

ployed people from different sectors: a fitness in-

Smallbone, and Isakova 2006; Blokker and Dallago

structor, who is also the owner of a CrossFit gym;

2017). We followed the four cases over a period of

the head and founder of a catering company; a re-

18 months, starting in spring 2019. We conducted

tailer and importer, who owns a small clothing

multiple interviews, as well as participatory obser-

store; and a sex worker, who also works as a sex-

vation and shadowing. We had the unique oppor-

ual assistant. All four case studies focus on people

tunity to directly accompany self-employed peo-

who run their business in the eastern part of Ger-

ple dealing with the crisis in “real-time.” We used

many and belong to two cohorts of the so-called

the autobiographical-narrative interview approach

Wendejugend (the youth of the transformation) and

(e.g., Schütze 1983) and extended it by splitting the

Wendekinder (children of the transformation). These

interviews into two parts to stimulate people’s re-

individuals were born during the former German

flexivity between sessions and make it possible for

Democratic Republic (GDR) between 1971 and 1980

us to prepare for the second session based on the

or 1981 and 1985 (Ahbe and Gries 2006a; 2006b;

first, which supports sociological reflexivity (Caeta-

Kubiak and Weinel 2016; Lettrari, Nestler, and Troi-

no 2015). This procedure allowed us to capture peo-

Boeck 2016). All of them spent most of their adoles-

ple’s reflections on the ongoing pandemic and doing

cence during the final years of the GDR or the years

business under these circumstances.

of transformation during the 1990s. Hence, they all
share the experience of ruptures and fluctuations

A special feature of this study is access to the field

in the course of the transformation or its results. To

and respective sampling. We were able to draw

date, numerous studies have investigated the dis-

on personal contacts and thus a sense of trust.

tinctive characteristics of these generations (Bock

The selection of cases was, therefore, also based

2000; Lettrari, Nestler, and Troi-Boeck 2016; Kubiak

on pre-existing (while fragmentary) knowledge of

2020) but also raised the question of whether these

their biographies, or at least the knowledge that

generations have common features (Benkert 2016).

their biographies and, perhaps, their intentions dif-

A broader perspective was adopted by Banalieva

fer considerably from those of a “prototypical” en-

and colleagues (2017), who argued that the long-

trepreneur. Thus, they “fit” the original aim of our

term effects of communist societies on individual

inquiry in its focus on biographies deviating from

behavior continue to the present day and, for in-

the “prototypical” entrepreneur. We used MAXQ-

stance, shape management practices (see also: Vadi

DA and followed an inductive approach to analyze

2018). Other authors have examined the transition of

all the transcripts and documents. Nonetheless, our

East German identities after the reunification with

theoretical lens sharpened the focus on response

West Germany, focusing on somewhat marginal-

strategies and interpretations of entrepreneurs con-

ized Eastern German perspectives (Maclean, Har-

cerning the COVID-19 pandemic. Consequently,

vey, and Stringfellow 2017).

in the discussion of the results, we will draw on
approaches of new institutionalism. Based on the

Our study focuses on entrepreneurs by accident

coding and respective categories, comprehensive

(Sarasvathy 2001; Görling and Rehn 2008) and the

case descriptions were elaborated, and triangula-

so-called “necessity entrepreneurship” (Brewer and

tion was used (Patton and Appelbaum 2003; Den-
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zin 2009; Flick 2011; 2018; Stake 2013; Natow 2020).

really fantastic. During the sales weeks, I drove two

Both authors were equally involved in the analysis,

and a half thousand kilometers every week across

and their interpretations were discussed regularly

Australia, so it was really great.” During this pe-

(Stake 2013; Kuckartz and Rädiker 2019). In the next

riod, Tom tried to visit Germany once a year. One

section, we will present our four cases in detail,

summer, he arrived home just as his father became

focusing on their biography and the effects of the

ill. After returning to Australia, he received word

COVID-19-pandemic.

that he died. The early death of his father prompted
him to return to Germany, as he wanted to support

Results

his mother. He separated from his partner and left
all their joint businesses to her. However, the finan-

Case #1: Tom

cial loss did not seem to make him feel bitter, and
this stance illustrates his general attitude quite well:

Tom was born in 1981 in the former GDR and
grew up with two siblings. He is interested in

When I left Australia, I left a relatively large amount

many things, which are reflected in his biography.

of cash behind. It was clear to me that I would nev-

In early childhood, he was active in sports. Con-

er go back...I liked working there, and I liked the life

trary to his ambitions, his school career ended ear-

there, but I did not care about the money.

ly: “I was…very sad when I had to leave school.
That was, as one would say today, chicanery by

In Germany, Tom had to build a new life for him-

the school management, or it was just a lack of

self, without money or his partner. Living on his

motivation.” He then began an apprenticeship as

parents’ farm, he had no major expenses. Based on

a carpenter and discovered his passion for wood-

his experiences in Asia, he began working in the ho-

working. After a phase of burnout, he decided to

tel business again while also working as a personal

take a break and traveled to the Philippines. What

trainer. Looking for a new challenge and passion in

started as a holiday in Asia ultimately became nine

his life, he thought about CrossFit, a sport he dis-

years of his life. After returning home from the

covered abroad and a megatrend that had not yet

trip, he immediately quit his job, sold his property,

arrived in his hometown. His training space, the

and returned to Asia. In the Philippines, he met

“CrossFit-Box” as it is called, is very important to

his former partner and entered the hotel business,

him, and he invested all his money and time in the

where his training as a carpenter gave him a foot-

project.

hold. His way of working and his ideas were well
received, and he was promoted to general manager

In explaining his motivation, he describes himself

of the hotel within three years.

as a person who had a lot of luck in life, which he
would like to share with others. His travels and var-

After the hotel was slated to be sold, Tom and his

ious activities equipped him with a lot of experienc-

partner decided to go to Australia. Drawing on their

es, for which he seems grateful. The CrossFit-Box

contacts with boutique owners and manufacturers,

is run as a non-profit business, where he gains sat-

they set up a business engaged in importing acces-

isfaction from doing something he likes to do and

sories from Asia. This was a great success: “It was

getting positive feedback from clients.
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My profit is when I make people fit, my profit is when

With this positive attitude towards life, his interpre-

I make people healthy, my profit is when people like

tations of economic restraints and challenges are

to come to me. And that was also a criterion for me,

positive. His stance also seems to have helped him

why I said, “Ok, I don’t offer memberships.” Because

throughout the COVID-19 pandemic so far. Tom’s

I really want to see that people want to be here! If

gym, his training space, had to close down abrupt-

someone doesn’t want to be here, then I don’t want

ly, as did similar businesses. Nevertheless, he ben-

his money either.

efited from his strategy of hybrid entrepreneurship:
always relying on hybrid forms of income, includ-

As he shows little interest in material possessions,

ing wage jobs and self-employment. Though this is

he also has a less capitalistic view on work and en-

not necessarily a distinctive aspect of COVID-19, it is

trepreneurship. Money seems of little value to him:

important as a “backup” in precarious times:

What do I do with the money when I get it? I have

That exact situation is why I kept the workshop for

no children, I have no family, I own my property, all

years, why I stayed at the hotel part-time for years if

I have is mine. Why should I make money with it?

ever such a situation comes up. That it [the business]

I don’t know what to do with it.

is just not over all of a sudden, right?

His motivation is also driven by the search for new

Although his turnover is zero, he saw no reason to

challenges, even if they are risky. Due to his expe-

worry about his finances. This is why Tom did not

riences in Asia and Australia, he is used to dealing

apply for any funding or loans, which he general-

with major changes. He describes traveling as giv-

ly perceives critically. In his opinion, the state will

ing him “the courage to risk things.” He is not afraid

reclaim much of the disbursed COVID-19 aid after

to leave things behind and start over; if a business

audits have been completed. In his opinion, this will

model does not work, he does not consider it a fail-

cause severe problems for many small businesses.

ure but a “sign that brings something new with it.”
For him, it is not important to be self-employed or to

Moreover, Tom seems to have been well prepared

earn a lot of money per se, but he emphasizes that it

in terms of logistics and what was about to come in

is a matter of doing what you like to do on a profes-

the winter and spring of 2020. According to Tom, he

sional level. In his opinion, people should ask them-

relied on personal contacts in Asia, who gave him

selves the following:

updates on the pandemic, so he took the situation
seriously from the outset. Assuming that the pan-

If the money is worth nothing anymore, are you in

demic would reach Europe soon, he started to pre-

the situation where you would like to be, or have you

pare online tutorials in January 2020. Throughout

chosen the wrong way? Because if you do that from

the “first year of the pandemic,” Tom was constant-

the beginning, then no matter what happens to the

ly adapting to the situation and found alternative

business, no matter how bad your income is, you are

solutions (e.g., outdoor training sessions). However,

always on the winning path. You are always happy...

the changes are mostly temporary, and he does not

You are good at what you do, you get good feedback,

consider them to be long-lasting business develop-

and that’s it.

ments (e.g., digital sport offers a temporary solution

Qualitative Sociology Review • www.qualitativesociologyreview.org
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but does not fit his concept of personally assisted

to us is that someone gets infected, that someone

training and direct contact to the workout group).

gets sick or has long-term damage, or worse ((clears

Solidarity, networks, and the support of friends and

throat)). We have all ages, from five to 65…or that

customers helped considerably. His customers con-

sports are completely stopped.”

tinued to pay their fees for training sessions even
though they could not take place. However, people

Again, his rather “cosmopolitan” perspective seems

who could not afford to pay for lessons or equip-

to have shaped his judgment. Perceiving the crisis

ment rental fees were not obliged to do so. In addi-

as a global rather than an individual problem may

tion to online lessons, he offered personal meetings,

lead to the greater acceptance of measures and re-

especially for people in need or difficult circum-

strictions: “I’ve considered this to be a worldwide

stances. In an interview in summer 2020, Tom states

problem, right from the beginning.” His stance

the following:

towards the reality of the pandemic is even more
interesting when compared to questions of regula-

It must go on now...and, um, since this month, we have

tions and bureaucracy in Germany. When talking to

been going on step-by-step in small groups. Um, slug-

him almost one year before the COVID-19 outbreak,

gish, challenging, and so on. But, yes, I say, if it goes on

he drew comparisons with Asia and Australia, stat-

now, if no second wave comes now, or if we don’t have

ing that in Germany, it is difficult for founders who

to go back or whatever, um, it wasn’t that hard for me.

want to comply with all guidelines and regulations:
“If you try to stick to any guidelines we have in this

His rather positive baseline might have led Tom to

country, then you won’t get anywhere.” His com-

frame the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity to

pliant position on corona, however, may be due to

slow down his routines (like another case, Hans, the

his anti-materialistic and people-centered values.

caterer):

He is very aware of the seriousness of the infectious
disease and the resulting problems for those affect-

What I liked about the whole thing was that it was

ed, and he is happy to accept business shortages in

all slowed down. At first, everyone just stopped,

return. In contrast, he shows a rather indifferent

stayed at home, stayed calm, stayed...no fear of miss-

attitude towards other regulations, perceived as

ing something or feeling the need to go somewhere.

“pointless” and simply a way of over-bureaucratiz-

I don’t think that was so bad. That brought us a little

ing processes.

bit back to the basics, you know?

Case #2: Hans
As a matter of principle, Tom is in favor of adopting
measures to prevent the spread of infection. He crit-

Hans was born in the early 1970s and grew up

icizes both imprudent and irresponsible behavior.

during the GDR. As a teenager, he was sent to

After all, he also considers his branch to be in dan-

a “reform school” (Jugendwerkhof) known for the

ger and pleads for more caution:

inhumane and degrading treatment of its juvenile
inmates. After his release, he worked for VEB Kom-

80

That’s also what I told my people: “We better do a lit-

binat Robotron, which was the largest computer man-

tle too much. Um, the worst thing that could happen

ufacturer in the GDR at the time. His youth, family
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background, and possible experiences of repression

agencies and tour operators, for whom he provides

seem to have had a significant impact on his career:

the tour catering. In this context, it is important to
mention a social aspect—his employees include sev-

Well, I went through several factories in my youth.

eral people he has known for many years. Some of

With... ((pauses 4 sec.)) some rather unpleasant...

them might have difficulty finding similar jobs in

((3 sec.)) uh... situations, or circumstances... where it

the “free” labor market, especially since Hans of-

was clear to me at some point... that I would not end

fers his employees a relatively large amount of free-

up in any factory. I mean, well, that’s actually a result

dom and “takes care” of them. This has been seen

of… you’d have to go back as far as into the family

in the case of employees who have lost their driv-

and how things were in the GDR and how... how cir-

er’s license, but continue to be employed or hired

cumstances led to the way I developed.

freelance, even though having a driver’s license is
extremely important in the (touring) catering busi-

After East and West Germany were reunited, Hans

ness.

joined the local punk scene in a major city in eastern
Germany. He lived in a quasi-commune with other

As for his motives, independence and autonomy are

squatters in a house and was unemployed: “And af-

central aspects of his narrative. He started not only

ter that [the fall of the iron curtain] it was just total

to free himself from the public employment agen-

collapse. So…for ten years, I was busy with... being

cy but also to avoid becoming part of the industrial

anti, basically ((laughs)).” Later, at the end of the

machinery (Fabrikräderwerk). However, he wound up

1990s, he started working freelance and doing sev-

entering the daily “rat race” of entrepreneurship, as

eral jobs (e.g., in construction and as a stagehand),

he calls it. His early years as a self-employed per-

including catering for different regional organizers

son were financially precarious, and the growth of

and concert hosts. His contacts within the local mu-

the company inevitably increased the bureaucrat-

sic scene helped him considerably. Initially, his start-

ic burden. After a tax audit a few years ago, Hans

up as a self-employed person was motivated by the

was forced to hire some of his former freelance em-

pressure the employment agency exerted:

ployees permanently. Subsequently, the reciprocal
effect of incoming orders and monthly (wage) costs

…at that time, we did not become self-employed be-

seem to have become a burden. In the past, he could

cause…we had the idea to build up a business, we had

simply turn down orders; he now feels obliged to

been looking for a way to escape the clutches of public

achieve a certain monthly turnover. This demand

employment service ((both laughing)) after uh... ten

for constant income is also due to his family situ-

years of unemployment or not knowing which way

ation, which has changed over time. Being a father

to go.

of a 15-year-old boy and having a family alters daily
routines and demands a stable income: “but when

Hence, the beginning of his business was rather un-

there’s a family, it’s a whole different thing. The

systematic, and he started without having a plan, as

business must be running somehow, right?” There-

a greenhorn, so to speak. Over time, his current ca-

fore, before the COVID-19 outbreak, his will to lead

tering company developed, which employs four to

a largely autonomous life collided with economic

five people. His clients are primarily larger concert

and bureaucratic necessities, especially health in-
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surance. However, we cannot discuss this in detail

told us that he was planning to file for social welfare

here, although there is a considerable body of data

(which he had always ruled out before), primarily

on it.

because the situation has worsened. Scheduled concerts and the orders that accompanied them were

For Hans, who was working in the event sector,

still canceled. From Hans’ viewpoint, the missing

the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic was quite

(proper) funding forces self-employed individuals

naturally followed by an immediate and very sud-

to find regular jobs, whereas big companies (e.g.,

den end to all activities. Within weeks, most festi-

large concert agencies) can extend their credit line

vals, concerts, and scheduled tours were canceled,

easily. Nevertheless, the idea of taking a smaller job

and his turnover fell to almost zero. However, at

was rejected by him, as it would mean losing time

this point, the solidarity and support of friends or

for his other project.

customers came into play. Friends ordered catering
for smaller weddings, anniversaries, private events,

Even more important than his (constantly shrink-

and other outdoor events that were possible under

ing) savings is his “escape plan” or “plan B,” which

“corona circumstances” during the summer. Al-

existed before the COVID-19 outbreak. Hans bought

though Hans was very optimistic and had a some-

an old inn in the country some time ago and is cur-

what positive but pragmatic outlook on the whole

rently restoring it. The inn and its grounds will be

situation at the beginning of the pandemic, his atti-

his future home, as well as a restaurant, a space for

tude seemed to change during autumn 2020. As he

recreation, and a venue that could host artists, semi-

is running out of savings and forced to file for social

nars, and other types of gatherings. Part of this plan

welfare, he finds himself back in the institutional

is to turn his original business over to someone else

scheme he once wanted to escape. Another factor of

and withdraw from the organizational side:

uncertainty is the employer-employee relationship.
COVID-19 affects the employees of Hans’ catering

Well, rock’n’roll is a nice experience, and it’s also fun.

company, as they are working short hours. Further-

And it’s a big family…so it’s nice, but it’s also incred-

more, Hans is unsure whether his employees will

ibly exhausting, you know?...When you’re at the ven-

still be willing to work for him after extended peri-

ue, you work 16 hours, 18 hours a day. And I believe

ods in this status.

that at some age, I no longer have to do this to myself.

In addition to these fears and difficulties, another

His strategy to escape from the daily “rat race” and

factor played an important role in the narrative of

structural obstacles has become even more import-

Hans and his catering company: being prepared for

ant. Similar to another case (Case #1, Tom), Hans has

whatever might happen. Hans was well equipped

framed the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity

in the sense of having financial savings, which

to do something different or be freed from the bur-

means that initially, COVID-19 was perceived as less

den of day-to-day business:

of a threat from a financial standpoint. However, as
the pandemic and our inquiry moved on, the fi-

Apart from that, I can say that I am...I have been, over

nancial situation caused by the crisis worsened. On

the years, when the machinery has always been run-

a later occasion, after our second interview, Hans

ning, when events have taken place all the time, and
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you ask yourself at certain times of the year or on

from the former GDR], the freeloader who scrounges

certain days, “When you will ever again spend a day

from everybody.

without a concert?” like December 25 or bank holidays, and so on. And so, it partly was also a relief not

Eventually, Rosie moved back to eastern Germany

to have to do this as every year, as usual. And yes,

and worked as a “day laborer,” to quote her own

Corona gave me the chance to continue my work here

words (e.g., cleaning, catering, and flea markets).

[at the construction site].

In 1994, she began running a small business selling clothes and accessories at fairs. During the first

Case #3: Rosie

few years after the political change, she traveled
to Asia frequently, primarily to India, Nepal, and

Rosie was born in 1971 in the former GDR. After she

Thailand. Over time, she began importing clothing

finished school but had not sought any subsequent

and accessories from these countries and selling

training or work, she was forced to apply for the

them at markets, and started her shop in a univer-

only remaining positions at VEB Kombinat Robotron,

sity town in eastern Germany. After giving up this

the largest computer manufacturer in the GDR. She

store a few years ago, she established a similar re-

began a vocational training program there as a met-

tail shop at her place of residence in another city

alworker but only worked for Robotron for a short

in eastern Germany. However, it was not as prof-

period before fleeing to West Germany via Prague

itable as her former business, resulting in a heavi-

in 1989. Soon after she arrived in the Federal Repub-

er workload and precarious financial situation.

lic of Germany, she started working for a company

Rosie describes the phase when her business ran

there. This job (producing shades and marquees)

“smoothly” as her “golden times” compared to to-

was not only physically exhausting but she was also

day’s rather tense state.

humiliated by her superiors. As a result, she found
another job at an environmental technology office.

Before the COVID-19 outbreak, she continued to

The working conditions were better, and the staff

travel to India and Thailand to buy and import

consisted mainly of students, foreigners, and peo-

goods to Germany. Over the years, she established

ple from the Eastern part of Germany. These years,

a very well-organized network of manufactures and

during the early 1990s, seem to have been shaped

“knows her way around.” These almost 30 years of

by experiences with degradation at work and social

traveling, bargaining, and buying in Asia are very

exclusion:

important to her as she compares cultures:

It was so racist, also towards the people from the

…this is actually my favorite kind of business, you

Eastern part [of Germany]. It was my first personal

know...Because I started there as a little girl, and they

contact with people when I noticed “there are sever-

[the merchants and manufacturers] said to me, “Do

al sensitivities here, you don’t diminish them…” So,

your stuff, but you might buy only ten necklaces this

eventually, this system simply pissed me off. I didn’t

time...not twenty. Take it easy! Others have done that

become comfortable with the Westerners…you were

already.” Very old men, they are mostly men I have

sitting in a pub, and they heard how you talk, your

to deal with there. They practically taught me how

dialect, then you were, of course, the “Ossi” [a person

to do business. But, maybe it’s an Asian... a different
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mercantile perspective. And, unfortunately, you can’t

Second, there has been a general social change in

practice that around here.

consumption. Consumers, in particular, are increasingly aligning themselves with appropriate labels,

Returning to the subject of motives, a central reason

especially regular customers. Refusing to use labels

seems to be the possibility of avoiding the “machin-

(such as fair-trade) could lead to a loss of customers.

ery” and, at least partially, bureaucratic procedures,

International trade has also changed to her disad-

as well as gaining autonomy.

vantage. Interestingly, increasing globalization has
displaced her original niche, which has been taken

And that’s probably the main reason why you’re

over by large clothing chains whose scouts are op-

self-employed. Because you... probably want a bit more

erating in the same countries in Asia. This has led

of yourself...I can’t even imagine being somewhere

to some curious situations; for example, some time

else again; that would be difficult ((MT laughs)). That

ago, she discovered a dress she had designed in

somebody tells me what to do... And that [autonomy]

a high-priced catalogue at about five times the price.

is probably the basic idea.

A dressmaker in Nepal had simply sold “her” design due to a financial “emergency.” Besides these

Besides the will to lead an autonomous life, Case

changes, she faces very high overhead costs despite

#3 shows an interesting attitude of refusal. For ex-

low turnover. All of these issues had made her think

ample, although Rosie’s business has not been very

of ways to get out of the business before 2020. Now,

profitable in recent years, she is unwilling to intro-

facing the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, prob-

duce fair-trade labels. Although her products would

lems are accumulating:

probably be considered fair-trade (following her interpretation), she refuses to “play this role.” This at-

Prices go up steadily, my storage will also be more

titude also seems to be reflected in her refusal, upon

expensive next year...it’s going straight up, so I have

starting her business, to accept public funding or

to think about that one, too. I have to find something

cheap public loans, except for unemployment ben-

smaller somehow, which is hard... because I can’t af-

efits for several months and a funding package by

ford it anymore then... pfff... well, I should have stud-

the Chamber of Commerce (German IHK): “I never

ied something proper.

wanted anything from them.” This rather refractory mindset seems to be a very important motive

After the first lockdown ended, during the sum-

for Rosie, who, as an entrepreneur, does not have to

mer of 2020, Rosie’s business began doing quite well

yield to mainstream practices of impression man-

again. However, as autumn arrived, her turnover

agement, and does not have to rely on public loans.

dropped again. At first, she could count on friends
and regulars: “People checked on the community

Rosie was already in a rather precarious situation

a bit more; that was quite good. When it was over

at the beginning of our inquiry. The pandemic was

[i.e., the first lockdown in spring], they came and

another hit to her financially stricken business. At

made some purchases and showed solidarity.”

first, she perceived various reasons for this situation. First, the increase in online trade has caused

However, some customers do not follow the

problems by gradually displacing smaller shops.

COVID-19 regulations, and business owners like
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Rosie bear the consequences. Therefore, the new re-

it’s not really needed. We have too much of every-

strictions also cause uncertainty and fear at differ-

thing. It might be a wise decision to reduce it slowly.

ent levels:

I’ve put a few offers on eBay now: “closing-down sale”
blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, let’s see if anyone is in-

There are a lot of deniers and refusers; they come in

terested. I mean, there may be people who still need

without wearing a mask, without asking if it’s possi-

stock because they can’t travel right now.

ble or not. So, even the fine of 60 Euros does not help.
I have to pay two and a half thousand if some official

Case #4: Tamara

comes in and checks; nobody cares, though.

Tamara was born in the early 1980s and grew up
As for her financial situation, Rosie (as well as Hans,

in the countryside, which she regards as a sheltered

Case #2) is confronted with bearing the costs of

upbringing in the former GDR. During adolescence,

health insurance while having little or no revenue.

she started to feel a sense of non-conformity that

Due to the lack of alternatives, she is forced to pick

seems to have persisted:

up a regular job. As mentioned above, it is something she had previously ruled out:

Quite soon, I realized that I somehow had a strong
desire for... from today’s perspective, self-determina-

But, the woman from health insurance told me that

tion…quite soon, I realized that I somehow don’t real-

I definitely need a job. And I’ll have to start looking

ly fit in anywhere because I think about certain things

for it in January. Then I’ll go and get some work for

differently or deal with certain things differently, and

a while. Keep my trading license as a small business.

these things are not very well accepted.

And then maybe I’ll go on doing fairs. Because the

After graduating from high school in the late 1990s,

costs are too high, it doesn’t add up here.

she worked at a theatre for some time, which she
Compared to the first two cases, Rosie expresses

perceived as a “small window to the world,” pri-

growing anxiety about the future. The idea of work-

marily because of the staff there. She met like-mind-

ing a regular job seems to fuel this anxiety:

ed people there who were free spirits:

Rosie: I feel a bit nervous about it.

…not fitting into this classic role model… into this

I: About what’s coming next or because of taking up

classic everyday life picture uh working Monday to

a job and so on?

Friday, working nine to five, having the weekend off,

Rosie: Of course. Sure. How that could go... doing

living in uh heterosexual family structures… just

housekeeping.

very different or very much very different.

Rather frustrated, Rosie assesses her business and

She then moved to a major city in eastern Germa-

the closing of her shop:

ny, enrolled in a university, and completed a humanities degree. Financing her studies with a small

You have to reinvent yourself somehow. And there is

student loan and part-time jobs in restaurants, she

simply an oversupply of clothes and outfits. I mean...

started working for a public institution on a contract
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basis (“bogus” self-employment2) after the birth of

Starting small and keeping the restaurant job at

her first child. During this period, she did not earn

the beginning, Tamara became a self-employed sex

much money, which meant that she was covered

worker; she is now working as an escort in a broth-

by her husband’s health insurance, for example. In

el and as a sexual assistant.3 Tamara’s motives for

the meantime, her second child was born; since her

starting sex work are quite complex, so it is impos-

husband was the main breadwinner, Tamara was

sible to describe them in detail here. There is abun-

inevitably left to look after the children, which she

dant room for further investigation of biographical

increasingly perceived as a burden:

aspects, especially considering the amount of data
on hand. However, Tamara emphasizes how becom-

And then it came to a sudden interruption in all re-

ing a sex worker was her path to self-realization. She

spects, a turning point… um... I separated from

describes the first time she ever met a customer as

my husband, which was quite unexpected for him.

follows:

I mean, it was obvious that I am not satisfied with
the situation as it is, but I think he believed that it

About an hour later, I walked out again, and it felt

was mainly these daily routines that I am dissatis-

so incredibly good. It was great. I thought, “This is

fied with, um... but I didn’t feel like myself at all any-

exactly the feeling you always imagined during your

more...And I said to myself, “This can’t go on like this,

studies, how it could be when you are totally self-de-

now it’s over, over! That’s it!”

termined,” and, well, how should I put it? I didn’t do
it for anyone else but me.

After separating from her husband, she continued to work on a bogus self-employment basis, as

Her professional activity is socially stigmatized,

well as at a permanent job for 20 hours a week at

and she tries to hide it in certain contexts. However,

a restaurant. However, the workload of two jobs car-

it is not always possible to do so (e.g., legal regula-

ing for her two children mostly alone led to a sense

tions force her to permanently carry an ID that iden-

of overload, and “from a logistical point of view,” it

tifies her as a sex worker). According to Tamara, the

was “the worst case”:

lack of knowledge and negative attitudes toward the
profession in society make dealing with public in-

And I realized...that this is not going to work out

stitutions challenging. Working in a highly stigma-

in the long term because I simply do not have the

tized sector or branch, Tamara is forced to keep up

strength and stamina to do it. And with the help of

a kind of parallel identity, at least in some contexts:

my new boyfriend... with whom I talked a lot about
role models and sexuality and relationships, I decid-

When I’m asked what I’m doing, and it’s in a context

ed to try sex work. In other words, pretty late. I was in

where I cannot speak openly about it, then yes, I al-

my early thirties.

ways find some modifications that make it compatible
with this very situation. This is absurd, of course, be-

Bogus self-employment or false self-employment is a form
of “disguised” (Thörnquist 2011) employment. These self-employed workers often have only one client, and working conditions are similar to those of permanent employees. From the
employer’s point of view, the aim is to avoid taxes, employee
rights, or collective agreements (Thörnquist 2011; 2015).
2
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what I do.”...For instance, I certainly wouldn’t tell any-

You criminalize something, right? And when you do

one at my kids’ school that I am a sex worker. I don’t

so, it becomes much, much more problematic. Because

think that would be a good idea.

if something actually happens in such a situation, like
an assault, like, uh, I don’t know, like an illness. Well,

From the moment the pandemic hit Germany, the

like hell I am going to say: “This happened to me” be-

entire sex work industry was subject to a ban. Ta-

cause I did it illegally. And right now, that’s not being

mara, as well as all other sex workers, were required

considered at all.

to stop working. This situation caused a whole range
of problems, but we can only tackle a few of them

In this case, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to the

in this paper. Given the stigma mentioned above,

criminalization of a whole line of work, as there are

a crucial issue is the possible outing as a sex worker

no real alternatives for those who want to do this job

when filing for social benefits:

the way Tamara does:

If you take the least strong restriction, so to speak, it is

Well, there is no plan B for me, so to speak. Because

stigmatization. Because it is a forced outing you have

plan B, C, D, E, F, and so on—I’ve already ticked ev-

to undergo if you apply for something like that. And

erything off before. I am finally at a point where I can

many people just do this job secretly, uh, and get em-

live and work the way I want to, right? No other op-

barrassed to have to explain to their husband, ex-part-

tion for me. If things really go on as they are at the

ner, mothers, whomever why they suddenly don’t earn

moment, then I will work illegally. End of story.

money anymore and suddenly have to fill out such
applications and what kind of job title it says in there.

As for her earnings, the situation is very tense. She
still meets regular customers, even though it is ille-

Furthermore, the vast majority of sex workers do not

gal. Personal networks seem to have been more im-

have health insurance. Although this issue does not

portant than in the other cases in our study:

apply in Tamara’s case, it, nevertheless, illustrates
the precarity of this line of work. An association of

And if it wasn’t for my private social network, I hon-

sex workers Tamara is involved in provides special

estly wouldn’t know how to pay for school lunch for

training in hygiene; however, there is currently no

my kids, for example. But, I do have my private net-

way to implement such regularities and re-open the

work, which, uh, helps me, I have a partner who has

industry:

a regular job and who hasn’t lost his earnings. But,
that makes me privileged, highly privileged. Only

What’s the difference to an erotic massage? There is

very few people in my line of work have that.

no difference. But, massages are allowed. What is the
difference between BDSM and a tattoo studio? There

Before the COVID-19 outbreak, she openly spoke

is none. And yet, everything that we dare to push for-

about the advantages of being a white, somewhat

ward gets rejected.

well-situated woman:

The ongoing prohibition of sex work leads to an un-

If I, as a woman, also have this, one might say, “pow-

controlled black market with diverse negative effects:

er”... well, if you want to call it power, which is very
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questionable, uh, has “power” over the male sex, so

during adolescence. Growing up in the GDR and

to speak, due to certain role distributions and certain

the experiences of working there at a young age, for

sexualities, why shouldn’t I use this to my own bene-

instance, were mentioned several times in the inter-

fit, on the one hand? And, on the other hand, perhaps

views; even a certain feeling of being at home in the

also undermine it by using it to my advantage?

East (Ostgefühl), as Tamara put it. However, these
findings must be interpreted with caution.

Despite being in a very precarious situation, she still
emphasizes her attitude towards her profession and

According to institutional theory, each individual

life, particularly when it comes to questions of legal-

is influenced and shaped by different institution-

ity and conformism:

al logics to varying degrees. This means that logics function as “guidelines on how to interpret and

I’m not going to let this self-determination, my life,

function in social situations” (Greenwood et al.

and my being be taken away from me. That simply is

2011:318), even though they sometimes can be com-

against all my understanding of a decent life.

peting (Brandl and Bullinger 2017).

Discussion

Due to their life experiences, all four cases, in particular Rosie, have distanced themselves from pub-

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a considerable im-

lic logic. Perhaps, also, for this reason, their central

pact on the lives of all four individuals in our study.

individual logic is shaped by principles of self-real-

Within a few weeks, the caterer lost all orders, the

ization and autonomy. With their self-employment,

sex worker was not allowed to work at all, the fit-

all four cases strive for the possibility of “individ-

ness instructor had to close his training space, and

ual freedom.” Tom stated that he wants to pursue

the retailer eventually decided to close her shop per-

the activity that fulfills him and in which he can

manently. Our study revealed several parallels in

give something back to society. Hans and Rosie ex-

the biographies and attitudes of the self-employed.

plained that they wanted to escape from the “rat

However, the perception of the COVID-19 pandemic

race” and “wheelworks,” and Tamara mentioned

as a business disruption differed.

that she has finally found a way to live a self-determined life with which she can identify.

All four cases had an initially skeptical attitude towards the state and its institutions (e.g., the employ-

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed

ment office, the tax office, and health insurance).

the situation for everyone. Before the outbreak of

This is evident in the rejection of business plans and

COVID-19, the logic of self-realization and autono-

public financial support, as well as a desire for inde-

my was still somewhat compatible with necessary

pendence from these institutions. Their low opinion

legal constraints, but business owners must now

of the state as a trustworthy authority might have

comply with multiple new restrictions. Doing this

been fuelled by their experience with the transfor-

for the common good limits their autonomy and

mation of the former GDR and all of the accompa-

creates additional economic pressure. Consequent-

nying uncertainties. Some of them also had nega-

ly, the measures taken to contain the virus are not

tive experiences with public authorities, especially

fully appreciated by all. One exception is Tom, who
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is a strong advocate of the legal restrictions linked

financial independence and social impact by inten-

to the COVID-19 pandemic and proactively took

tionally incorporating economic and social princi-

initiatives early on in his CrossFit-Box business.

ples. By doing so, they are continuously forced to

His ability to implement early measures was partly

fight against pressures stemming from capitalist

due to his contacts in the international community.

logic and embrace tensions other business owners

This enabled Tom to evaluate the situation and react

normally seek to minimize. The social logic of health

based on information from other countries, where

protection has suddenly become the dominant

tougher measures had already been taken before

logic determining business and daily life, thereby

COVID-19 reached Germany. The others accept but

displacing the logic of profit maximization. Conse-

do not agree with all the restrictions. Rosie criticizes

quently, some people who have adopted social logic,

the implementation and control of the rules, in par-

as in our four cases, are suffering due to the current

ticular, her obligation as a business owner to ensure

situation. The conflict for organizations confronted

compliance with the rules on the customer’s side.

with hybrid logic has been thoroughly examined in

At this point, the pressure and potential sanctions

previous research (e.g., Kraatz and Block 2008; Reay

on shop owners do not seem to be fair to her. Ta-

and Hinings 2009; Greenwood et al. 2011; Besharov

mara is highly motivated to comply with good hy-

and Smith 2014; Gümüsay, Smets, and Morris 2020).

giene measures, as they were quite naturally part of

However, beyond the existing literature, our study

her business as a sex worker before the pandemic.

provides insights into how self-employed individu-

However, she considers the absolute ban on work-

als deal with hybrid and changing institutional log-

ing in her entire line of work to be unjustified. In her

ics, leading to a conflict between their desire to lead

opinion, the new legal requirements will only force

an autonomous life and defend social principles.

sex workers to disobey and lead to the criminalization of this activity in the long term. Nevertheless,

On the other hand, our study shows how entrepre-

none of the four cases are “corona deniers.” All of

neurs with a strong individual desire for self-reali-

them support the restrictions, despite the restric-

zation and autonomy constantly challenge existing

tions causing financial problems for some of them,

social or cultural hegemonies by distancing from

as they are aimed at protecting the common good.

certain logics. These demarcations thus constitute
the basis of “new” identities in Laclausian terms

At this point, we observe an interesting paradox. Our

(Laclau 1990:9, 39; Reckwitz 2008:77-81). Tom con-

cases are strongly oriented towards the logic of the

sciously distances himself from a fixation on pure-

common good, perceiving themselves as anti-mate-

ly material values, and by taking a different stance

rialistic, caregivers, or protectors of the vulnerable.

and opposing (seemingly) universal hegemonies, he

For example, Hans retained one of his employees

emphasizes anti-materialistic and people-centered

after he lost his driving license, despite it being one

values. Hans questions the centrality and domi-

of the basic requirements for being a caterer. From

nance of work and, at the same time, reflects on his

an economic viewpoint, this would not be rational.

entrapment in the processes and structures. Rosie

From the perspective of institutional theory, this is

rejects certain forms of marketing and refuses com-

an example of reacting to multiple and incompatible

mon labels. And finally, Tamara associates her work

logics. As self-employed, they seek to achieve both

with the idea of liberation from a life determined
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by others, which—in her line of work—also implies

ly discussed and stigmatized occupational field in

distancing oneself from social conventions.

Europe (Kilvington, Day, and Ward 2001; Weitzer
2018; Grittner and Walsh 2020). With our case study,

Brandl and Bullinger (2017) have pointed out that, in

we would like to emphasize the seriousness of the

the case of conflicting logic, the individual response

situation for many of those affected. Marginalized

corresponds to a process of “self-verification” (Brandl

in two ways, sex workers are often foreign women

and Bullinger 2017:187). In this process, the logic that

without permanent residence or health insurance.

is more important for the respective identity pre-

According to a press release by the Federal Statis-

vails. This can be observed in the case of Rosie, for

tical Office in Germany in July 2020, only 19% of all

example, whose refusal to accept labels and market-

officially registered sex workers have German citi-

ing opposes the idea of selling goods and insofar the

zenship (Statistisches Bundesamt 2020). The closure

identity of being a retailer. Her attitude, however, ul-

of brothels not only means financial losses for them

timately dominates. This may even lead to distancing

but in some cases, even the beginning of homeless-

from other identities, just as mentioned above and as

ness. However, Tamara, due to her relatively stable

described by Brandl and Bullinger, as well (2017).

situation and social network, has not suffered this
extremely precarious situation.

Concerning the COVID-19 pandemic, all four cases
reacted with conformism during the first lockdown,

Without sufficient financial support, it is all the more

as the federal restrictions fit their core principles of

interesting that across the four cases, which were

the common good. Furthermore, supporting com-

similarly affected by the COVID-19 restrictions, dif-

pliance with the new regulations reflects the basic

ferent assessments of the situation were expressed.

principle of solidarity in their communities. Friends

The self-employed who already had a “plan B” or

and regular customers helped them buffer eco-

“escape plan” before the outbreak of the pandemic

nomic hardships, especially at the beginning of the

perceived this event as a less dramatic disruption,

COVID-19 pandemic. Although this helped during

and framed it as an opportunity to leave the “wheel-

the first lockdown, solidarity certainly has limits

works” of daily business and turn to other business

and is not perceived as a solution to overcome the

activities. However, those without alternative plans

crisis. One could assume that public support takes

experienced particular economic pressure from le-

effect at this point. However, as for COVID-19 aid

gal regulations accompanying the outbreak. Conse-

programs, our cases draw a critical picture. Wheth-

quently, and from an economic viewpoint, all of our

er it is the consistent rejection of public funding

cases could use the strategy of having something to

due to skepticism about possible demands for re-

fall back on, including those who were working in

payment, as in Tom or Rosie’s case, or a lack of pro-

a seemingly safe sector. With increasing economic

grams for specific niches, as in Tamara’s case, pub-

pressure and uncertainty linked to the second lock-

lic funding plays a minimal role in our cases. The

down, evaluations of the situation slightly changed

problem of sex workers not being included in the

and led to a wider range of response strategies, rang-

current COVID-19 aid programs may be linked to

ing from conformism to the deliberate undermining

the fact that sex work, although it is a historically

of certain rules and measures, up to neglecting and

long-established institution, is a very ambivalent-

decoupling.
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In a wider context, our four cases significantly differ

larities that seem to have shaped the personalities of

from the rather few existing qualitative case stud-

self-employed individuals and entrepreneurs (e.g.,

ies on “successful,” “traditional,” and prototypical

their striving for autonomy is reflected in their ori-

entrepreneurs and how they are depicted—often

entation towards subcultures or “foreign” cultures).

as excessively working (Duchek 2018), passionate

Moreover, it could be hypothesized that the resil-

(Lombardi et al. 2021), and highly self-confident,

ience of individuals is related to their biographies

emphasizing the strong desire for success and an

and motives, especially their striving for autonomy.

orientation towards entrepreneurial goals, even at

Another fruitful area for further work could be the

a young age, paired with a very strong tendency to-

role of networks and communities, especially in

wards perfectionism (Göbel 2000). In contrast, the

times of crisis.

motives of our cases relate primarily to self-realization and autonomy, and also their relationship to

We were able to identify differences, particularly

work is by no means free of doubt. Though passion

in the interpretation of day-to-day economic chal-

may play a big role in Tom’s case, his standards for

lenges and coping strategies used to deal with them.

success—making people happy—are different from

Limiting our study to four (nevertheless extended)

those of a prototypical entrepreneur. A surprising

cases and covering very different economic sec-

aspect is the experiences during childhood and ad-

tors might be considered a limitation. However, it

olescence; these support evidence from previous ob-

enables an in-depth and profound analysis of in-

servations of rather typical entrepreneurs, showing

dividual interpretations and actions in this very

that experiences at an early age can have a decisive

heterogeneous sample and brings to light numer-

influence on the later development becoming an en-

ous interesting results. Drawing on the perspective

trepreneur and might lead to a need for autonomy

of entrepreneurs working in niches, the four cases

and independence (e.g., Kets de Vries 1996).

sketched in our study highlight the variety of manifestations the COVID-19 pandemic can take. They

Conclusion, Limitations, and Future
Research

furthermore show the diversity of reactions to this
external shock and the understandings of the effects
of this global pandemic within these specific fields

Our data offer a large amount of material for future

of business. Nevertheless, the small sample size re-

research, including the topic of autonomy. The anal-

sults in further research potential, and it certainly

ysis of all four cases so far shows biographical simi-

would be worth incorporating additional cases.
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